
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The Robert Lewis Foundation 

 

Hello to all the friends and family of Robert Lewis. It is with a heavy heart that we reach out to you today. In a spirit 

of love and faith - the Lewis family have found their lives ever more challenged and now look to their network of 

friends and family for support and encouragement. 

 

Many of you may know of Bob from his work as a dedicated Math teacher at Trinity High School and now at St. Luke's; 

or perhaps you know one of his four children Talia - a junior at Trinity High School, Brandon - a freshman and Fenwick 

High School, Ariana - a 7th grader at St. Luke's or little Mikey - a kindergartener at St. Luke's.  

 

Bob and his wife Paola Lewis reside in Melrose Park and serve their community as educators and are hands-on parents. 

Recently their world was rocked with the devastating news that Bob has cancer. There are so many unknowns and 

unanswerable questions at this point as this diagnosis itself is so new. We do know that Bob will be recovering for an 

extended period of time and an aggressive round of chemotherapy will be required. 

 

As a family unit they are finding the strength within each one of them to courageously fight this battle together. It has 

been and will continue to be the most difficult time of their lives.  

 

So many friends and family members are heartbroken and want so desperately to help this family in their darkest of 

days. Your prayers and encouragement are vital and so greatly appreciated - please continue sending love and light.  

 

For the many who have requested to send a donation, we have created a link below to assist. With Bob unable to work 

and 4 children to care for - the financial responsibilities become overwhelming and your blessing would be such a gift. 

 

Your support and love is greatly appreciated. Please click the link below to donate to this family. 

 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-

bin/webscr?cmd=_donations&business=6N38XVXHZGJ24&lc=US&item_name=Robert%20Lewis%20Foundation&item_num

ber=RLewis&currency_code=USD&bn=PP%2dDonationsBF%3abtn_donateCC_LG%2egif%3aNonHosted 
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